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SALES & TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

WARNING: NON GENUINE & COPY WABCO PRODUCT

Every genuine WABCO part is made of high-grade materials and is rigorously tested

before leaving our hands. Each is a product of WABCO’s 150 year history of innovation 

and design excellence. You also have the assurance that the quality of every WABCO part is 

reinforced by a powerful customer Service Partner Network.

Copy parts may fail more frequently than original parts and may be prone to dangerous leakage, breakage and loss 

of performance. 

That can mean possible danger for your drivers and other road users.

• 77% of copy parts tested showed a high risk of failures.

• On the road, copy parts can cause accidents and cost lives.

ABS SENSOR ISSUE IN AUSTRALIA:

Recently a customer contacted WABCO as they had a trailer ABS fault light on the truck dash. After looking at the 

trailer with WABCO System Diagnostic software the ABS sensor was diagnosed as faulty and a replacement ABS 

sensor was ordered and fitted.

After the ABS sensor was replaced, with a non genuine ABS sensor, the trailer ABS light on the truck dash did not 

extinguish, WABCO system diagnostics were used again to diagnose the same sensor as faulty. A manual 

resistance check was carried out on the non genuine ABS sensor, and it was found to be 700 ohms, a genuine

WABCO sensor would be expected to read between 1100 and 1400 ohms.

Delays in fixing the sensor issue once again lead to extended longer downtimes and repair costs

For more detailed information about what incremental / increased costs of fitting non genuine / copy product can 

mean to your business please look at the ‘Genuine Parts’ publication that is attached to this e-Formation email.

To find out more information about non genuine / copy product, or anything related to the above the above please 

contact WABCO on 03 8541 7000


